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ABOUT BAS

BEAT ALL SPORTS ("BAS") have been established for over 80 years, being 

one of the pioneers of the sports good manufacturing industry.

BAS specialises in top quality cricket equipment, and is world renowned for the 

careful craftsmanship with which it manufactures cricket bats and other 

equipment. 

BAS is the choice equipment manufacturer for a number of current international 

players including Reeza Hendricks (South Africa) and Darren Sammy

(West Indies). BAS has also over the journey provided equipment to some of 

the games greats including Sachin Tendulkar, MS Dhoni, Hashim Amla and 

Paul Collingwood.

BAS is also the official equipment supplier to the Caribbean Premier league 

where BAS clothing, equipment and balls are being used.

In Australia BAS is used by up and coming star Tom Andrews (Tasmanian Tigers).

 

The BAS cricket range has something to offer for cricketers at every level, from the 

backyard to the middle of the MCG, and includes not only a range of amazing bats,

pads and gloves, but also covers a wider range of accessories as well. 

HASHIM AMLA- SOUTH AFRICA -
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VINTAGE LEGEND CRICKET BAT

CODE: CBBT2VGLSH

CRICKET BATS

-1-

- The Vintage Legend bat is hand crafted 
   from specially selected Grade 2 English Willow.

- 9 piece handle

- Entirely new shape traditionally 
  made with rounded face and 
  rounded toe with big edges to 
  enhance its  performance with 
  light and good pickup

- Light-weight design with full body
  shape & slightly bowed.

- The Vintage Legend bat comes with
  a full length padded bat cover 
  with adjustable strap.

- Endosed by cricketing legend and 
former Indian captain MS Dhoni 

Available sizes: - Short handle

SUITS:

Vintage Legend 

 Gloves

- 9 -

Game Changer Bag

- 14 -

Vintage Pads

-7 -

MS DHONI

- CRICKET LEGEND -



CRICKET BATS

-2-

VINTAGE CLASSIC CRICKET BAT

CODE: CBBT2VGC/*

The Vintage Classic bat is hand crafted from Grade 3/4 
English Willow
- Light weight design with contoured edges and scalloped
  back design
- Short handle with 9 piece Singapore cane for a vibration 
  free performance
- Entirely new shape traditionally made with rounded face 
   and rounded toe with big edges to enhance its 
   performance with light and good pickup
- The Vintage Classic bat comes with a full length padded
   bat cover with adjustable strap

Available sizes:

MS DHONI

- CRICKET LEGEND -

- Short Handle (SH)

SUITS:
Vintage Classic Gloves

- 10 -

Game Changer Bag

- 14 -

Vintage Classic Pads

- 7 -

MS DHONI
- CRICKET LEGEND -

VINTAGE SELECT CRICKET BAT

CODE: CBBT2VGSSH

The Vintage Select bat is hand crafted from Grade 4 
English Willow
- Light weight design with contoured edges and 
  scalloped back design
- Short handle with 9 piece Singapore cane for a 
  vibration free performance
- Entirely new shape traditionally made with rounded 
  face and rounded toe with big edges to enhance its 
  performance with light and good pickup
- The Vintage Select bat comes with a full length padded 
   bat cover with adjustable strap

Available sizes: - Short handle

- Small Adults (SA)

- Harrow (H)

- Size 6 (6)

- Size 5 (5)



PLAYER EDITION CRICKET BAT

CODE: CBBT2PESH/*

CRICKET BATS

-3-

The Player Edition bat is hand crafted from the
finest Selected Grade 1 English Willow. This 
means the best of the willow is picked out
specifically for this bat.

- Singapore cane handle

- Light-weight design with full body
  shape & slightly bowed

- Wide sweet spot with large edges (36-40mm)

- The Player Edidtion bat comes with a full
   length padded bat cover with an adjustable
   strap

Available sizes: - Short handle - 2.8lb (8)

SUITS:

Player Edition

 Gloves

- 9 -

Player Edition Bag

- 13 -

Player Edition

 Pads

- 8 -

REEZA HENDRICKS

- SOUTH AFRICA -

- Short handle - 2.9lb (9)

- Short handle - 2.10lb (10)

TOM ANDREWS- TASMANIAN TIGERS (formerly SA)-



CODE: CBBT2PSH

CRICKET BATS

PLAYER CRICKET BAT PLAYER SUPERLIGHT CRICKET BAT

CODE: CBBT2PSSH

The Player bat is hand crafted from selected 
Grade 2 English Willow. The best of the Grade 2
willow is used to make the Player.

- 9 piece handle
- Light-weight design with full body shape
   & slightly bowed
- The Player bat comes with a full length padded
  bat cover with adjustable strap

Available sizes: Short handle

The Player Superlight bat is hand crafted from 
the finest Grade 2 English Willow. The best of the 
Grade 2 willow is used to make the Player Superlight

- 9 piece handle
- Light-weight design with full body shape & slightly
   bowed
- The Player Superlight has slightly thinner edges than
   the regular Player bat
- The Player Superlight bat comes with full length padded 
   bat cover with adjustable strap

Available sizes: Short handle

SUITS:

Player Gloves

-11-

Player Pads

- 8 -

Game Changer Bag

- 14 -

-4-



CODE: CBBT2V8SH

CRICKET BATS

VISION 800 CRICKET BAT

Available sizes: Short handle

The Vision 800 Bat is handcrafted from the finest
Grade 2 English Willow.

- Designed with a full body shape & with a 
   pronouced spine. 
- 9 piece Singapore cane handle for a vibration 
  free performance. 
- Has a higher hitting sweet spot compared with
  other models of BAS.
- The Vision 800 comes with full length padded 
  bat cover with adjustable strap.

-5-

Vision Gloves

- 11-

Vision Pads

- 8 -

Vision Kit Bag

- 15 -

SUITS:

CODE: CBBT2V6SH

VISION 600 CRICKET BAT

Available sizes: Short handle

The Vision 600 Bat is handcrafted from Grade 3/4 
English Willow. 

- Designed with a full body shape & with a pronouced
 spine. 
- 9 piece Singapore cane handle for a vibration free 
  performance.
- The Vision 600 comes with full length padded bat 
   cover with adjustable strap.

CODE: CBBT2B5SH

BLASTER 500 CRICKET BAT

Available sizes: Short handle

The Blaster 500 Bat is handcrafted from Grade 3/4 
English Willow. 

- A well balanced bat allowing for easy pick up
- Large sweet spot with thick edges and a full body
  shape design 
- 9 piece Singapore cane handle 
- The Blaster 500 comes with full length bat cover
  with adjustable strap.

Blaster Gloves

-11-

Blaster Pads

- 8 -

Blaster Kit Bag

- 15 -

SUITS:

BLASTER 300 CRICKET BAT

CODE: CBBT2B3SH

Available sizes: Short handle

The Blaster 300 Bat is handcrafted from Grade 4 
English Willow.
 
- A well balanced bat allowing for easy pick up
- Large sweet spot with thick edges
- 9 piece Singapore cane handle 
- The Blaster 300 comes with full length bat cover 
    with adjustable strap.

Vision Gloves

- 11-

Vision Pads

- 8 -

Vision Kit Bag

- 15 -

SUITS:

Blaster Gloves

-11-

Blaster Pads

- 8 -

Blaster Kit Bag

- 15 -

SUITS:



CRICKET BATS

BLASTER JUNIOR CRICKET BAT BULLET KW CRICKET BAT POWER SPOT CRICKET BAT
CODE: CBBT2BL/* CODE: CBBTBU1/* CODE: CBBTPS1/*

- Well balanced bat allowing great pick up
- 9 piece Singapore cane handle
- Large sweet spot with thick edges
- The Blaster Junior comes witha full length
  bat cover

Available sizes: - Small Adults (SA)
- Harrow (H)
- Size 6 (6)
- Size 5 (5)

The Bullet is made from selected premium 
Kashmir Willow
- Unbleached
- Traditional profile

Available sizes:
- Short handle (SH)
- Harrow (H)
- Size 6 (6)
- Size 5 (5)
- Size 4 (4)

-6-

The Power Spot is made from poplar willow
- Can only be used with a soft style cricket ball
- Traditional shape
- Comes in assorted colours of Green, Orange and 
Yellow

Available sizes: - Size 6 (6)
- Size 5 (5)
- Size 4 (4)
- Size 3 (3)
- Size 2 (2)
- Size 1 (1)



LEG GUARDS

-7-

- Extra light weight with ultra protection
- HDF (High Density Foam) moulded shield
  for extra protection
- Rounded bars on front panels
- Knee protection with extra foam padding
- Mesh air flow & twin flex pad straps
- Cushioned knee pads & mesh instep
- Built in caps
- Wide side wings & built in leather hat

Available sizes:

- Adults right handed (RH)

- Adults left handed (LH)

VINTAGE LEG GUARDS

CODE: CBLG2VGA/*

- Traditional shape HDF pad with reinforced
  cane rods
- Pin tuck knee roll with sewn in top hat
- Cushioned knee roll with cap protection
- Wide side wing with HDF for increased 
   protection
- Velcro straps with easy release tabs

Available sizes:

- Adults right handed (RH)

- Adults left handed (LH)

VINTAGE CLASSIC LEG GUARDS

CODE: CBLG2VGCA/*

Available sizes:

- Adults right handed (RH)

- Adults left handed (LH)

VINTAGE CLASSIC 

COLOURED LEG GUARDS

CODE: CBLG2VGCCA/*

- Traditional shape HDF pad with reinforced
  cane rods
- Pin tuck knee roll with sewn in top hat
- Cushioned knee roll with cap protection
- Wide side wing with HDF for increased 
   protection
- Velcro straps with easy release tabs

Available sizes:

- Black (02) - Red (03) - Royal (04)

- Navy (05) - Yellow (06) - Green (08)

- Maroon (09)

BLACK

RED GREEN



LEG GUARDS

-8-

PLAYER LEG GUARDS

- Quality extra light weight with ultra 
  protection
- Improved knee protection
- Mesh air flow & twin flex pad straps
- Light weight & exquisitely controlled
   HDF pad with reinforced cane rods
- Cushioned knee pads & mesh instep
- Built in caps
- Wide side wings & built in leather top
  hat

BLASTER LEG GUARDS

- Ambidextrous design
- Facing: EVA material
- Three HDF (High Density Foam) 
  contoured knee cap protection
- Velcro straps with easy release tabs
- Built in caps

CODE: CBLG2PA/* CODE: CBLG2B/*

Available sizes:

- Adults right handed (RH)

- Adults left handed (LH)

VISION LEG GUARDS

- Traditional shape pad with 4 high 
   density foam & ripple effect on 
  3 front panels
- Pin tuck knee roll with sewn in top hat
- Three HDF (High Density Foam) 
  contoured knee cap protection
- Velcro straps with easy release tabs
- Reinforced better strap edges

CODE: CBLG2VA/*

Available sizes:

- Adults right handed (RH)

- Adults left handed (LH)

Available sizes:

- Adults Dual Wing (ADW)

- Youth Dual Wing (YDW)

- Junior Dual Wing (JDW)

PLAYER EDITION LEG GUARDS

- Test quality, extra light weight with 
  ultra protection
- HDF (High Density Foam) moulded 
  shield for extra protection
- Improved knee protection with extra
  foam padding
- Mesh air flow & twin flex pad straps
- Light weight & exquisitely controlled 
  HDF pad with reinforced cane rods
- Cushioned knee pads & leather instep
- Built in caps
- Wide side wings & built in leather 
   top hat.

CODE: CBLG2PEA/*

Available sizes:

- Adults right handed (RH)

- Adults left handed (LH)



VINTAGE LEGEND BATTING GLOVESPLAYER EDITION BATTING GLOVES
CODE: CBBG2PEA/* CODE: CBBG2VGA/*

BATTING GLOVES

-9-

- Made of premium sheep skin leather 
- Traditional pre-curved fingers with soft filled lining providing 
maximum protection & comfort
- Fibreshield overlay on lead 2 fingers & last 2 fingers on both
 hands
- High density foam side protection on both hands
- Cross link base, cotton toweling wrist band with velcro
 fasteners
-Used by many International players

- Made of premium pittard leather on palm of glove
- Provides new levels of impact and reinforced protection 
on all fingers
- Ultra light weight high density foam filled for ultimate 
flexibility & comfort
- High density foam side protectors on both hands
- Cross link base, cotton toweling wrist band with velcro
 fastener
-All white split finger design

Available sizes: - Adults right handed (RH)

- Adults left handed (LH)

Available sizes:
DARREN SAMMY

- WEST INDIES -

REEzA HENDRICKS

- SOUTH AFRICA -

- Adults right handed (RH)

- Adults left handed (LH)



BATTING GLOVES

-10-

Available sizes:

VINTAGE CLASSIC 

BATTING GLOVES

- Quality calf pittard
- Lightweight high density foam with 
   split finger template 
- Reinforced protection for main 2 fingers
   on leading hand
- Soft fill lining for increased comfort

CODE: CBBG2VGCA/*

- Adults right handed (RH)

- Adults left handed (LH)

Available sizes:

VINTAGE CLASSIC COLOURED 

BATTING GLOVES

- Quality calf pittard
- Lightweight high density foam with 
   split finger template 
- Reinforced protection for main 2 fingers
   on leading hand
- Soft fill lining for increased comfort

CODE: CBBG2VGCCA/*/**

- Adults right handed (RH)

- Adults left handed (LH)

Available colours:

- Black (02) - Red (03) - Royal (04)

- Navy (05) - Yellow (06) - Green (08)

- Maroon (11)

VINTAGE SELECT

BATTING GLOVES

CODE: CBBG2VGSA/*

- Made of top quality PU
- Calf leather palm 
- Lightweight for great comfort
- Modern flat style for great flexibility
- Soft fill lining for inceased comfort

Available sizes:

- Adults right handed (RH)

- Adults left handed (LH)



BATTING GLOVES

-11-

PLAYER BATTING GLOVES 

- BLACK -

- Made of quality calf pittard leather 
- Reinforced protection on 2 fingers of 
  leading hand
- Ultra light-weight high density, foam 
  filled for ultimate flexibility & comfort 
  with 2 split finger design
- Cross link base, cotton toweling wrist 
  band with Velcro fastener
- Traditional all white sausage shape 
   fingers, which offers maximum 
  protection

CODE: CBBG2P02A/*

Available sizes:

- Adults right handed (RH)

- Adults left handed (LH)

PLAYER BATTING GLOVES 

- GOLD -

- Made of quality calf pittard leather 
- Reinforced protection on 2 fingers of the
  leading hand
- Ultra light weight high density foam 
   filled for ultimate flexibility & comfort 
   with a 2 split finger design
- Cross link base, cotton toweling wrist band 
  with Velcro fastener
- Traditional all white sausage shape fingers, 
  offering maximum protection

CODE: CBBG2P19A/*

- Adults right handed (RH)

- Adults left handed (LH)

Available sizes:

Available sizes:

VISION BATTING GLOVES

- Made of premium calf leather
- Reinforced protection on two fingers of each
 glove
- Ultra light weight density foam filled for
  ultimate flexibility & comfort
- High density foam side protectors on both
  hands
- Cross link base, cotton toweling wrist band
  with Velcro fastener
- Traditional sausage shape fingers, which
   offers maximum protection

CODE: CBBG2VA/*

- Adults right handed (RH)

- Adults left handed (LH)

Available sizes:

BLASTER BATTING GLOVES

- Made of top quality PU
- Palm made of calf leather
- Light weight foam style
- Cotton toweling with wrist band fastener

CODE: CBBG2B/*

- Adults right handed (ARH)
- Adults left handed (ALH)
- Youth right handed (YRH)
- Youth left handed (YLH)
- Junior right handed (JRH)
- Junior left handed (JLH)
- Small junior right handed (SJRH)
- Small junior left handed (SJLH)



THIGH AND ARM GUARDS

-12-

GEORGIA ELWISS
- ENGLAND -

REEZA HENDRICKS

- SOUTH AFRICA -

COMBO THIGH GUARD

- Moulded HDF (High Density Foam)
  and fibrtetec shield
-  Genuine leather comfort
- Two x 2 inch towelling velcro straps
- Full leather front with concave shape
   to fit the thigh and inner thigh

CODE: CBTG1COM/*

Available sizes:

- Adults right handed (ARH)
- Adults left handed (ALH)
- Youth right handed (YRH)
- Youth right handed (YLH)

PLAYER THIGH GUARD

- Moulded HDF (High Density Foam)
   and fibrtetec shield
-  Genuine leather comfort
- Two x 2 inch towelling velcro straps

CODE: CBTGPE1M/*

Available sizes:

- Adults right handed (RH)
- Adults left handed (LH)

CLASSIC THIGH GUARD

- Dual wing design with concave shape
- Fibre board insert
- Foam construction with two velcro straps

CODE: CBTGC/*

Available sizes:

- Adults (A)
- Youths (Y)
- Juniors (J)
- Small Juniors (SJ)

PLAYER ARM GUARD

- Moulded HDF (High Density Foam) 
protection
- Soft cotton lining
- Towelling elastic straps

CODE: CBAGPE1

Available sizes:

- Adults (A)



PLAYER EDITION WHEELIE

KIT BAG

- Shoulder strap plus 2 strong handles
- 2 x front pockets, 1 x side pocket
- 2 x internal bat compartments
- Internal compartments for helmet, pads and gloves
- Size: 100cm x 33cm x 42cm
- Tractor style wheels enable easy transportation

CRICKET KIT BAGS

-13-

Top View

CODE: CBB1PEW/*

Side View

End View

BLACK/SILVER (02)

NAVY CAMO (05C)



CRICKET KIT BAGS

-14-

CODE: CBB2GCW

- Made from 1000 denier nylon
- 4 padded bat pockets
- Internal compartmetns for helmet, equipment and shoes
- 4 side pockets
- Tractor style wheels enable easy transportation
- Back pack style shoulder straps to make carrying whole 
bag easier

Size: 100cm x 35cm x 35cm 

GAME CHANGER BACKPACK

WHEELIE BAG

Side View

BLACK/GOLD

BLACK/PINK

BLACK/SILVER

NAVY/ROYAL

Top View Bottom View Side View



CODE: CBB1VW

VISION WHEELIE KIT BAG

- Shoulder strap plus 2 strong handles
- 2 x front pockets, 2 x side pockets
- 1 x internal pocket for accessories
- Size: 90cm x 33cm x 33cm

CODE: CBB1BW

BLASTER WHEELIE KIT BAG

- Shoulder strap plus 2 strong handles
- 2 x front pockets, 2 x side pockets
- 1 x back pocket
- Size: 90cm x 33cm x 28cm

CRICKET KIT BAGS

-15-

CODE: CBB1DP1002

PLAYER 1000 DUFFLE BAG

- An easy and compact way for carrying cricket 
gear
- 4 x pockets to hold bats 
- 1 x internal pocket for accessories
- Back pack style shoulder straps for ease of 
carrying whole bag
- Size: 92cm x 42cm x 40cm

CODE: CBB2TBP

TOUR BACK PACK

- An easy and compact way to carry cricket 
gear
- 1 x outside pocket to hold a cricket bat
- 1 x main internal pocket to hold equipment
- 3 x outside pockets for smaller items
- Back pack style shoulder straps for ease of 
carrying whole bag
- Great for juniors

CODE: CBB2BCP

PADDED BAT COVER

- Cricket bat padded cover made from 
   the best quality material
- Extra padded cover protects bat from
  unnecessary scratches, bumps and dust.
- Shoulder strap for easy transportation
- Helps Protect full length of the bat

Side View

End View

Side View

End View
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DISTRIBUTED IN AUSTRALIA BY:

42 Licola Crescent, Dandenong South 

Victoria, Australia 3175

Email: sales@eaglesports.com.au

37 Mulgul Rd, Malaga

WA, Australia 6090 

Email: wasales@eaglesports.com.au

eaglesports.com.au eaglesports.au eaglesportsau sales@eaglesports.com.au

Tel: 1300 731 837

Fax: 1300 731 957

Tel: 1300 731 837

Fax: 1300 731 957


